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Experimental Investigations of the Response of Suction
Caissons to Transient Combined Loading

Byron W. Byrne1 and Guy T. Houlsby2

Abstract: Combined loading of foundations is a fundamental problem in civil engineering, particularly in the offshore industr
harsh environmental conditions occur. Large moment and horizontal loads may be applied to the foundation as well as vertical l
as the waves pass a structure, there can be rapid changes in the loads, so that transient effects need to be considered. Wh
shallow foundations, such as suction caissons, there is uncertainty in the current understanding of how the foundation respon
loads. This paper presents experiments, performed on model suction caisson foundations, where typical cyclic loading con
applied. The footing is embedded in oil-saturated sand so that dimensionless drainage times are comparable with the typic
conditions. Most of the testing was carried out with the vertical load held constant, to mimic the structural dead weight, while
‘‘pseudorandom’’ moment and horizontal cyclic loads were applied. Experiments were carried out at different vertical loads, sho
the response depends on the vertical load level. Nondimensional relationships were established which accounted for this d
Surprisingly, the rate of loading had little impact on the load–displacement behavior for the experiments undertaken.

DOI: 10.1061/~ASCE!1090-0241~2004!130:3~240!

CE Database subject headings: Caissons; Combined stress; Loads; Displacement; Shallow foundations; Cyclic loads.
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Introduction

In the search for cheaper alternatives to piled foundations
offshore industry has turned to novel types of shallow fou
tions. One foundation concept is referred to as a ‘‘suction
son’’, this is a flat foundation with skirts around the periph
rather like an upturned bucket. There are two aspects to the
neering design of this foundation:~i! installation ~from which
method the foundation derives its name! and ~ii ! in-service per
formance. During installation the skirt is partially embed
under the self-weight of the caisson and structure. The instal
is completed by reducing the water pressure inside the ca
thus forcing the skirts into the seafloor. In clay the net downw
force caused by the pressure differential inside and outsid
caisson drives the bucket into the ground. In sand, the hydr
gradients set up in the soil around the bucket skirt also contr
to the process, as they reduce the soil resistance at the sk
and within the caisson, to almost zero, allowing the bucke
penetrate easily into even very dense sand~Erbrich and Tjelta
1999!. Typically, a caisson in sand is designed with a skirt d
~L! less than the diameter~D!, while in clay the ratioL/D might
be as large as 5. The suction caisson concept has found num
applications in shallow or deep water, in many types of soils,
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for either fixed or floating structures. This paper will presen
sults that are applicable to low aspect ratio (L/D) caisson foun
dations that might be used for fixed structures on sand.

The in-service performance, particularly when combined
tical (V), moment~M!, and horizontal~H! loads are applied, mu
be addressed so that a safe design can be achieved. In as
the in-service performance two issues are relevant: perform
during extreme events, and ‘‘fatigue’’ performance under the
plication of many cycles of low amplitude loads. This paper
plores the application of extreme events, as well as multiple
cycles and the resulting load–displacement response of the
dation. The objective is to provide information for developm
of theoretical models capable of modeling the response to c
loading. The method used here is to carry out small-scale m
tests. The results described below are general in the sens
they might apply to other types of shallow foundations, such
for example, the spudcans used for mobile drilling units.
work is, therefore, relevant to a variety of offshore applicat
including the design of minimal facility structures, mobile drill
units and offshore wind farms.

Offshore Wind Application

The application to offshore wind turbines is of particular cur
interest ~Houlsby and Byrne 2000; Byrne and Houlsby 200
Byrne et al. 2002b!. Two different structural configurations ha
so far received the most attention:~1! a jacket structure such
tripod or quadruped and~2! a monopod structure. If a jack
structure is adopted, then the loading will be comprised of
horizontal and vertical loads. The magnitude of the horizo
load will depend principally on the water depth, though, per
more damaging, is that the vertical load will be comprised of
compressive and tensile loading. As the structural dead weig
typically, low, it is likely that the wave and wind loading w

cause uplift or tensile loading on the windward footing; the un-
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derstanding of this type of loading on suction caissons is
cussed in detail by Byrne and Houlsby~2002a!. One of the main
conclusions from their study is that a softened response o
immediately upon the application of tension to the footing.
applying larger uplift movements to the footing the response
comes stiffer and is ultimately governed by cavitation of the
fluid. This indicates that serviceability requirements rather
ultimate conditions dictate the design, in tension, at least.

In the case of a monopod structure supporting the wind tu
there will be significant horizontal loads and moments, but
tively low vertical loads, applied to the foundation. The ma
tudes of these loads are very different from those experienc
oil and gas structures, and so therefore there is little guidan
be gained from the established database. Furthermore, the
and wave directions may not be coincident, so the base she
moment may not be in the same direction. As an example
main moment loading is derived from the wind force on the
bine blades, which for a 3.5 MW turbine might be about 100 m
diameter, with the hub located some 90 m or more from the
surface. The resolved horizontal load from the wind on the bl
of such a turbine is about 1 MN acting at the hub height.
loads from the waves act at a much lower level, as typical w
depths may be about 10 m, and the resolved horizontal load
be about 3 MN. The net horizontal load is therefore about 4
acting effectively at about 30 m above the seafloor with a ver
dead load of the order of 6 MN. As many structures may
installed at a given site, a simple and economic design is n
sary for this concept to be viable. A design that may enable
savings to be achieved is to use suction caisson foundatio
opposed to piling. Of the two design approaches mentioned a
the single monopod foundation could be the cheapest, and
combined cyclic loading problem is of interest.

Cyclic Combined Loading

Experimental Evidence

There are few studies, in the public domain, on cyclic loadin
shallow foundations on sand, and even fewer considering
bined cyclic loading. Most relevant research has been propri
For example, in the design of Statoil’s Sleipner T structure,
fidential work on the effects of cyclic loading was carried ou
the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute~NGI! and at Oxford Uni
versity. Only part of this work is in the public domain, for e
ample, the overall design framework proposed by Bye e
~1995!. That paper was mainly concerned with vertical load
and included no discussion on combined cyclic loading. The
design framework was based on the concept that, for any
applied static load, limits could be established for the magn
of cyclic loading that could be sustained. The concept is i
trated in Fig. 1, in which it can be seen that the allowable lo
might range from a modest tensile load to a substantial com
sion. Unfortunately, no scales are given in Fig. 1 because the
used by Bye et al.~1995! are confidential. Degradation of r
sponse would, however, occur once the boundaries shown i
1 were reached.

The results from Byrne and Houlsby~2002a! suggest that deg
radation occurs in dense sand if the loading is sufficient to c
dilation. This response, which was found to be rate depen
only occurred on pulling the foundation to relatively large
placements, typically, greater than about 2% of the diamete
displacements less than about 0.02D, the response was large

rate independent. In a properly designed foundation only small

JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND G
displacements will occur, so the rate-dependent response m
be relevant, and the Bye et al.~1995! design framework may n
be valid. It should be noted that consolidation of the soil ma
during long sequences of combined loading is an entirely d
ent issue, discussed later in this paper.

Theoretical Understanding

The application of moment~M! and horizontal~H! loads in con
junction with vertical (V) loads has been an area of study
many years. Initial research concentrated on ultimate cap
under these load conditions, while more recent work has foc
on establishing the subfailure response as well. This is ach
by considering the foundation response within the contex
work hardening plasticity theory, as originally suggested
Roscoe and Schofield~1957!. The postulate is that when the fo
ing penetrates into the soil work hardening occurs and the fo
yield surface in (V,M /2R,H) space expands. Such a yield surf
is shown for a flat footing on sand in Fig. 2. Any load comb
tions within the yield surface result in the footing undergo
elastic deformations, while load combinations that reach the
surface result in elastoplastic deformations.

To develop such a model it is necessary to determine:~1! the
shape of the yield surface;~2! the elastic response inside the yi
surface;~3! the flow rule, which determines the direction of pl
tic deformation vectors; and~4! the hardening law, which defin
how the yield surface changes with plastic deformation. S
models have been determined in reasonable detail for found
on clay ~Martin and Houlsby 2000; Martin and Houlsby 200!,

Fig. 1. Cyclic failure envelopes suggested by Bye et al.~1995!

Fig. 2. Typical (V,M /2R,H) yield surface for footings und
combined loads
EOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004 / 241
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dense and medium sand~Butterfield and Ticof 1979; Nova an
Montrasio 1991; Gottardi and Butterfield 1993; Gottardi e
1999; Byrne and Houlsby 1999; Houlsby and Cassidy 2002!, and
loose carbonate sand~Byrne and Houlsby 2001; Cassidy et
2002!.

A drawback of the above models is that only monotonic lo
ing is modeled well. In reality, even at small displacements
response of the foundation on the soil is not elastic. More c
plex models involving either multiple yield surfaces or a bou
ing surface approach could be used to achieve a more re
elastoplastic response on unloading. An approach called co
ous hyperplasticity~Puzrin and Houlsby 2001a,b!, a developmen
of the multiple yield surface method, has been developed, w
is able to describe cyclic loading behavior in a rigorous yet sim
manner. To develop such models an understanding of the fo
tion response under combined cyclic loading is needed, so
realistic behavior can be incorporated. The experiments desc
here are specifically directed towards development of these
els. A preliminary version of a continuous hyperplasticity mo
is described, and shown to provide a very good approximati
the cyclic behavior.

Experimental Equipment and Program

This research was carried out using a three degree-of-fre
loading rig on the laboratory floor as shown in Fig. 3. This ap
ratus was designed specifically for carrying out combined loa
experiments~Martin 1994; Mangal 1999; Byrne 2000! necessar
to develop plasticity models for foundations. Footing displa

Fig. 3. Loading apparatus at Oxford University
ments and loads are measured using a system of linear variable

242 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
differential transformers~LVDTs! and a ‘‘Cambridge’’ style loa
cell ~Bransby 1973!. The footing used in most of the tests w
150 mm diam, 50 mm skirt length, and 0.45 mm wall thickn
The sand used during the investigation was ‘‘Baskarp cyc
sand’’ with the properties given by Byrne and Houlsby~2002a!.
Four key characteristics ared10517.8mm, minimum dry densit
of 12.72 kN/m3, maximum dry density of 16.85 kN/m3, and a
critical state friction angle of 32.5°. The sand was saturated
100 centistoke silicon oil so that partial drainage rates compa
to the field situation could be obtained in the laboratory within
constraints of the loading device. The experiments were ca
out on saturated samples prepared to densities of 76 and 9

In carrying out laboratory floor experiments involving sand
is important to understand the implications of scale, and ther
stress level, on the results. The stress–strain behavior do
scale linearly with stress level; such effects are reported in d
by Bolton ~1986!. The sand will dilate more at low stress lev
as in laboratory floor experiments, when compared to the h
stress levels in the prototype. For experiments on footings
issue is discussed by Lau~1988!. Differences in stress level can
a certain extent be compensated by employing lower relative
sities for laboratory scale tests. In general, the behavior w
sufficiently similar so that phenomenological models base
laboratory results will be valid at field scale, albeit with a cha
of parameter values. Engineering judgment will be require
apply the models to field problems.

To obtain the correct drainage characteristics for
foundation–soil system the mean particle size was reduce
the viscosity of the pore fluid increased. Byrne~2000! gives a
description of the relative performance of oil- and water-satu
sand in both drained and undrained triaxial compression
~data as reported by NGI 1994!. The main observation is that t
oil-saturated sample gave a peak friction angle about 3° l
than the water-saturated sample. The peak dilation rate is
reduced to about half that of the water-saturated sample.
rained triaxial tests~NGI 1994! also show that the oil tends
reduce the stiffness of the soil. All these effects mean tha
oil-saturated sand behaves rather like a water-saturated san
higher stress level, thus partially offsetting the disadvantag
small-scale model tests.

Consolidation tests were carried out to determine the app
ate time scale for the cyclic loading tests, to be consistent
field applications. Typicalt50 values for pore pressure dissipat
ranged from 300 s at the beginning of a test to 30 s toward
end of a test, with the shorter times being due to increased
ness after consolidation. The test tank was large enough s
eight separate experimental sites were available. Pore fluid
sures were measured directly under the caisson base at th
cations along the line of loading. The experiments are com
controlled, with feedback, to control any combination of l
(V,M /2R,H) or displacement (w,2Ru,u), thus enabling quit
complex experiments to be performed. The sign convention
notation, shown in Fig. 4, follow that of Butterfield et al.~1997!
with the load reference point at the center of the caisson
plate~i.e., mudline!. Further details of the experimental setup m
be found in Martin~1994!, Mangal ~1999!, Byrne ~2000!, and
Byrne and Houlsby~2002a!.

Experimental Results
Typical tests, described further below, were monotonic tests
combined cyclic loading tests~moment, horizontal, or both! under

constant vertical load. Selected test results will be presented to

ERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004
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illustrate the behavior of suction caissons under cyclic comb
loading. A typical test is shown in Fig. 5, where both vertical
moment loads are plotted against the vertical displacement
test included phases of vertical cyclic loading on the founda
as well as combined cyclic loading. Significant vertical displ
ments occur when the moment loading is applied to the ca
under a constant vertical load, particularly at the beginning o
test.

Cyclic Loading

Early in the research it was believed that extreme events we
prime importance, as indicated in the framework of respons
out by Bye et al.~1995!. That paper gave selected results from
confidential program of research undertaken during the dev
ment of Statoil’s Sleipner T jacket and foundation system.
et al.~1995! suggested that for vertical loading certain amplitu
of cyclic loading could be sustained, but once these limits
crossed there would be rapid degradation of performance. W
the original testing program was conceived this framework
also expected to apply to horizontal and moment loading, an
experiments were designed accordingly.

The ‘‘constrained new wave’’ method~Taylor et al. 1995! was
developed by Byrne~2000! to define load histories, such as t
shown for moment loading in Fig. 6~a!, to study extreme loadin
events. This technique allows extreme events to be embe
within a pseudo random background loading, so that they
statistically indistinguishable from a random occurrence of
event. A typical response to such a load history is shown in
6~b! and the load–displacement response is shown in Fig.~c!.
Many other load histories were used to examine the effec
load repetition, loading rate, and loading history. Tests were
performed to aid the development of a new theoretical mode
cyclic loading. During the application of the combined cy
loading it was necessary to use feedback to keep the vertica
constant.

Analysis of the Data

The large amount of data that are accumulated during a c
testing program is unwieldy in its raw form. The method used
reducing vertical cyclic loading data was also used for comb
cyclic loading as depicted in Fig. 7. The peak load (M /2Rpeak or
Hpeak), temporary displacements (d temp), and permanent displac

isplacement response, and~c! the load displacement behavior show
Fig. 4. Sign convention and notation after Butterfield et al.~1997!
Fig. 5. Typical test sequence, which includes~a! vertical cyclic
loading, and,~b! moment cyclic loading, both plotted against vert
displacement
Fig. 6. Typical pseudorandom~a! loading time history,~b! corresponding d
increasing hysteresis for large cycles
EOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004 / 243
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ments (dperm) are determined between zero load crossings.
process is straightforward and can be automated in a sprea
program. A set of these reduced results is given in Figs. 8~a–c!,
which shows results from two different cyclic moment load
tests under the same constant vertical load. Test SM1-4 s
results from a cyclic test on a normally consolidated founda
prior to any other combined loading. The permanent disp
ments show a soft response, due to plasticity occurring a
yield surface expands. The ‘‘SM1-4 after cycling’’ results sho
test completed after the yield surface had been expanded s
cantly by repeated cycling. The foundation exhibits a much s

Fig. 7. Methodology u

Fig. 8. Reduced data from several cyclic loading tests showing~a! p
relationship
244 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
t
response. The initial stiffness of both tests is approximately
lar. The larger strain stiffness is much lower for the test in w
many previous cycles have not yet occurred. The same obs
tions also apply for the temporary displacements.

Response to Initial Cyclic Loading

The first storm loading of the structure is a critical period in
life of the foundation, as more plastic deformation is likely
occur than at any other time during its service. Typically,
foundation would not have experienced higher vertical loads

r reduction of cyclic data

ent displacements,~b! temporary displacements, and~c! displacemen
sed fo
erman
ERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004
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lier. It might be possible to apply a preload to the caisson, e
through applying a greater suction than that required initiall
install the caisson, or by adding temporary ballast. Fig.~b!
shows the shape of the yield surface before, during, and aft
initial storm loading in which there is significant moment load
Initially, the load state is at the vertical load apex of the y
surface. As the moment load is applied the yield surface exp
and vertical displacements occur, depending in detail on the
of the plastic potential. It is probable that the plastic potenti
the initial stages of yield will be steeper in this vicinity than
yield surface, so that the ratio of vertical to rotational displa
ments will be high. As a significant amount of volumetric cha
occurs due to the large vertical displacements@shown in Fig
9~a!#, expansion of the yield surface occurs. This will lead
reduction of effective stress, as the vertical load is partially tr
ferred to the pore fluid, since only limited drainage occurs wi
the time scale of the loading event.

It is possible that significant reductions of effective st
might occur, perhaps even causing liquefaction, particularly
ing extreme events associated with large amounts of plas
This is shown in Figs. 10~a–f! where the foundation is subject
to moment cycling after being first loaded to a vertical load
200 N (V/A511.3 kPa). There are large increases in the
fluid pressure on the application of the moment loads, and a
ited amount of drainage occurs during the passage of the
When the initial extreme event is applied there is a large ve
displacement~;0.1 mm!. Subsequent applications of simi
loads do not lead to the same magnitude of displacement,
duction in effective vertical stress, since the load point will n
be within the expanded yield surface. However, if the founda
experiences loads larger than any previously applied, yield
face expansion, and hence, volumetric change, will occur.

Clearly, during the early life of the foundation, either prel
must be applied, or drainage provided, so that yield surfac
pansion can occur with minimal consequential reduction in e
tive stress. The most opportune time to carry out this operatio

Fig. 9. Initial moment loading showing~a! vertical displacement
a controlled manner, would be during installation. This could be

JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND G
either by applying an enhanced suction for a period~although the
effectiveness of such a technique has yet to be proven! or by
adding some ballast. If the foundation is installed in the summ
is likely that immediate large loads can be avoided and, there
a gradual bedding in of the foundation may be possible. Du
service further small yield surface expansions may occur d
the loadings applied, but the displacement and effective s
consequences should be minimal.

Cyclic Loading at Different Constant Vertical Loads

Cyclic load tests were performed after a wide variety of loa
histories. Tests were carried out to investigate the initial beh
such as described above. Tests were also performed after v
preloading histories so that working load behavior could be
amined. Typically, the working state of an offshore foundatio
such that the behavior is mostly within the yield surface, and
the stiffer ‘‘elastic’’ response is appropriate. It is only during
treme events that yield surface expansion, and hence sign
plasticity, may occur. The results from the combined loadin
preloaded foundations suggest that the elastic foundation sti
is dependent on the magnitude of the mean vertical load ap
to the foundation. Fig. 11 shows results of cyclic tests condu
on the same foundation at different values of constant ve
load. In each case the footing was vertically preloaded to 14
(V/A579.2 kPa) before being unloaded to the prescribed ve
load. As the vertical load level increases the stiffness of th
sponse increases. This dependency is important for the
structural configuration~or for jack-up platforms! as the mea
vertical loads on the foundations differ for windward and leew
foundations.

Comparison of Monotonic Tests and Cyclic Loading
Results (Masing Behavior)

Cyclic loading was applied at different rates, including period

test, and~b! interpretation of behavior with yield surface framewo
during
3, 6, 10, and 12 s, to investigate the effects of partial drainage and

EOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004 / 245
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the transient response. The periods were chosen with refere
the t50 times found in the consolidation tests. It became evi
that on the samples tested there were no significant differe
between the tests conducted at different rates. This was als
case for vertical cyclic loading tests. The same observation
made by Tan~1990! for horizontal cycling within the yield su
face, during a centrifuge investigation of the response of spu
footings on medium dense saturated silica sand.

For further confirmation of the lack of effect of rate it is n
essary to examine the relationship between slow monotonic
and rapid cyclic loading tests. The simplest form of relationsh
implied by pure kinematic hardening, which has been observ

Fig. 10. Initial moment loading showing~a! moments applied to fo
~d! the applied ‘‘constant’’ vertical load,~e! resulting vertical displa
be applicable to soil response in cyclic element testing~Prevost

246 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
1977; Pyke 1979; Vucetic and Dobry 1988; Vucetic 1990!. Mas-
ing ~1926! suggested that a pure kinematic hardening ma
would behave according to the following rules:

1. The tangent modulus at the start of each loading rev
assumes a value equal to the initial tangent modulus fo
initial loading curve.

2. The shape of the unloading or reloading curves is the sa
that of the initial loading curve, except that the scales of
load and displacement axes are enlarged by a factor of

These rules suggest that the initial loading curve, called
backbone curve, may be used to define the behavior durin

ion,~b! resulting displacement path,~c! the load displacement respon
nt, and~f! pore fluid load
undat
ceme
subsequent load reversals. To show that pure kinematic hardening

ERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004



ponse,
Fig. 11. Results from tests conducted at different values of overconsolidation ratio showing the effect of vertical load on rotational res~a!
permanent displacements,~b! temporary displacements, and~c! displacement relationship
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governs behavior for the test results obtained, it is only nece
to show that the second rule applies, as the first is in fact a
sequence of it. It is also clear that these rules only apply
nondegrading material. The response of clays~see, for example
Vucetic 1990! may degrade on the application of cyclic loadi
so it is necessary to degrade the backbone curve in some
dependent on the history of loading.

To examine whether the above framework applied, s
monotonic tests were carried out, along with faster transien
clic loading tests. These are shown in Figs. 12~a and b! for mo-
ment and horizontal loading, respectively. In both cases the c
test consists of cycles of increasing stress magnitude. Cl
there is a reduction in secant stiffness as the deformation
increases. Furthermore, on passing the previous extreme
level, the unloading or reloading curve follows along the in
loading curve. This is shown by the monotonic test data tha
also shown in Figs. 12~a and b!. In both cases the monotonic te
pass through the extreme points of each cycle. While this be
ior implies kinematic hardening under the Masing definitio
Pyke ~1979!, formally stated two additional rules~entitled the
extended Masing rules! specifying these characteristics:

3. The unloading and reloading curves should follow the in
loading curve~backbone curve! if the previous maximum
shear strain is exceeded.

4. If the current loading or unloading curve intersects the c
described by a previous loading or unloading curve,
stress–strain relationship follows the previous curve.

It is clear that the results in Fig. 12, for both moment
horizontal loading, conform to these extended Masing r
where the monotonic test clearly provides the backbone curv
the cyclic loading test. The second confirmation of Masing be
ior is to check whether the shape of the reverse loading loop
factor of 2 greater than the backbone curve@i.e., rule~2! above#.
This confirmation is shown for different moment and horizo
load tests in Figs. 13~a and b!. In Figs. 13~a and b! the revers

Fig. 12. Comparison of monotonic and cyclic te
loading data~unload path! have been extracted, reversed, scaled

248 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
down by a factor of 2, and replotted from the origin. For the c
shown the scaled unload path gives a close approximation
original loading path.

Finally, evidence has been obtained that the cyclic loa
behavior~Fig. 11! is dependent on the mean vertical load,
Fig. 14~a! shows monotonic tests carried out at different ver
loads, indicating similar behavior. If Masing behavior were ap
cable the peak data from each cycle of the tests shown in F
would plot close to the relevant monotonic curve shown in
14~a!. Indeed, Fig. 15 shows that there is an excellent correl
between monotonic and cyclic behavior in accordance with
~iii !. This also implies that the response of the foundation i
sentially rate independent, as the monotonic tests were perfo
at a much slower rate than the cyclic tests.~Although there is, o
course, also a rather unlikely possibility that the result arises
the coincidence of two canceling effects, one due to rate e
and the other due to a difference between cyclic and mono
response!.

Fig. 14~b! shows the vertical displacement response durin
moment monotonic tests, where for low vertical loads there
large amount of heave. As the vertical load level increase
amount of heave reduces, and eventually a load level is re
where there is settlement of the foundation. This gives impo
information about the nature of the plastic potential~or flow rule!,
which is an essential component of any plasticity theory that
be developed.

Normalization of Experimental Data

The results presented so far have indicated that the combine
response~1! conforms to Masing behavior,~2! appears to be ra
independent, and~3! is dependent on the level of the vertical lo
The experimental observation of points~1! and ~2! simplifies the
task of developing a theoretical model for cyclic loading, as
independent Masing behavior has been observed in other e
mental studies of material response. Point~3! requires carefu

r both~a! moment loading, and~b! horizontal loading
sts fo
consideration, so that the effect is described within any theoretical
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framework developed. Byrne and Houlsby~2002a!, using dimen
sional analysis, postulated the following relationship for ver
loading:

wApa

Vm
5 f S Vp

Vm
D (1)

where Vm5mean vertical load applied to the foundation;Vp

5difference between the peak vertical load and mean ve
load; andw5vertical displacement. This normalization held t
provided that the mean load is very small compared to the
bearing capacity. The reference pressurepa ~conveniently take

Fig. 13. Comparison of the reverse loading loop with the initia
Masing behavior

Fig. 14. Results from monotonic moment rotation tests under dif
of response increases, and~b! the heave of the footing decreases
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND G
as atmospheric pressure! is introduced for dimensional cons
tency. This relationship appeared to be successful for ve
loading, so it was reasonable to investigate a relationship o
form for combined loading. The most relevant dimension
group for the load involves division by the ultimate combi
load capacity~i.e., M /M ult or H/Hult). It is also useful to expre
M ult/2R or Hult as a factor (mo or ho) multiplied by the mea
vertical load so that, for example, the ultimate moment loa
M ult52RmoVm . Using a similar normalization to vertical loadi
gives a dimensionless relationship for moment loading~and for
horizontal loading! of

ing for~a! moment loading, and~b! horizontal loading, as a check f

constant vertical loads; as the vertical load level increases~a! the stiffnes
l load
ferent
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2RuApa

Vm
5 f S M

2RmoVm
D (2)

uApa

Vm
5 f S H

hoVm
D (3)

The application of these normalizations brings together the re
from tests at different stress levels. Fig. 16 shows the norma
tion applied to several of the monotonic tests shown in Fig
The tests show an almost unique relationship in terms o
dimensionless quantities. A hyperbolic curve of the form:

2RuApa

Vm
5

M

2RmoVm
S 12S 22

kinitial

k50
D M

2RmoVm
D

kinitialS 12
M

2RmoVm
D (4)

Fig. 15. Results from moment rotation tests at differe

Fig. 16. Results from moment rotation tests at different consta
fitted through the common backbone curve
250 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
has been used to fit a backbone curve to the experimental m
loading data, wherekinitial and k505 initial stiffness and seca
stiffness at 50% stress, respectively. Fig. 16 also shows
normalizations applied to the cyclic loading tests presented in
15. As for the cyclic vertical loading, the normalization wo
well and provides a useful basis for the development of a
retical model for footing response. This understanding simp
the next stage of experimental study, as it takes into accou
effect of mean stress level on response. The scaling ap
equally well to the horizontal loading case, as shown in Fig
where a similar hyperbolic curve can be used to fit the data
values ofM ult andHult for the cases described above are plo
againstVm in Fig. 18. It is clear thatmo andho are both close t
1.0 asM ult and Hult are approximately equal toVm . A possible
reason for this is that sections of the outer yield surface, w

stant vertical loads comparing to the results from cyclic tests

tical loads compared using an appropriate normalization. A hy
nt con
nt ver
ERING © ASCE / MARCH 2004
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bound the ultimate loads at these low vertical loads~compared to
the peak bearing capacity!, on the (V,M /2R) and ~V,H! planes
have slopes close to 1.0 near the origin.

New Plasticity Theories

To be of general value it is important that any experiments
interpreted within an appropriate theoretical framework, and
merely treated as an empirical collection of data. An approp
framework for the understanding of the behavior of foundat
has been found to be plasticity theory, as discussed above
reasons for this choice are~a! theories can be constructed wh
reproduce the behavior of the foundations well,~b! they provide
predictions for loading conditions which have not been expli
tested, and~c! the resulting models can readily be included i
numerical analysis of a complete offshore structure.

Fig. 17. Similar normalizations work for horizontal loading

Fig. 18. Comparison of ultimate deviatoric loads to the mean l
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND G
Plasticity theories for slow monotonic loading of foundati
have been established such as those given in Martin and Ho
~2001! for clay or in Houlsby and Cassidy~2002! for sand. A
weakness of these models is that they achieve only a poor
eling of cyclic loading tests such as that shown in Fig. 6. A
markable feature of this experimental result~which is typical of
any cyclic horizontal or moment load test on a foundation! is that
smooth curves are obtained as the load is cycled. A conven
single-surface plasticity model could not model this type of
havior, but instead would result in well-defined yield points
which a sudden change of stiffness would occur, such as sho
Fig. 19. The magnitude of plastic deformation predicted on
verse loading would also be at least an order of magnitude sm
than that observed.

An obvious conclusion would be that plasticity theory is in
propriate for modeling cyclic loading, but given its proven s
cess for modeling monotonic loading this is excessively pess
tic. A number of approaches have been employed in constit
modeling of soils to improve the modeling of cyclic loadi
‘‘Bounding-surface’’ methods~Dafalias and Herrman 1986! intro-
duce plastic strains within a bounding surface. While this
provide realistic modeling of large amplitude cycles, these mo
can exhibit unrealistic behavior for small cycles, and are
unable to capture the detailed effects of recent stress histo
the incremental stiffness. The principal alternative is mul
yield surface models~Prevost 1977!, which can meet the abo
objections, and the development described below can be reg
as a development of this concept.

The framework used here to describe cyclic loading is ter
‘‘continuous hyperplasticity.’’ A full exposition of the theo
would be inappropriate here as it involves a considerable am
of mathematical development, and this is fully documente
papers by Collins and Houlsby~1997!, Houlsby and Puzri
~2000! and Puzrin and Houlsby~2001a,b!.

In essence, the theory replaces the ‘‘plastic strain’’ in con
tional plasticity theory with a continuous field of an infinite nu
ber of plastic strain components, each associated with a se
yield surface. It is, thus, a development of the multiple y
surface concept. The theories are expressed within a mana
mathematical framework by deriving the behavior entirely f
two potentials. For the case of the infinite field of plastic str

Fig. 19. Typical response from a typical plasticity theory for lo
reversals
these potentials are functionals~‘‘functions of functions’’! of the
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plastic strain. Conventional plasticity theory is a special cas
the new approach. The result is that theories can be construc
which responses of the character shown in Fig. 6 can be mod
The mathematical structure of the theories is relatively sim
although slightly dissimilar from that used in conventional p
ticity. For example, Fig. 20~a! shows the result of a moment t
in which cycles of increasing amplitude have been applied~this
test was carried out specifically to aid model development!. Fig.
20~b! shows the fitted response using the continuous hyperp
model. The actual fitting of the data and mathematical deve
ment, within the context of combined loading, is described fur
by Byrne~2000! and Byrne et al.~2002a!. While the fitting is no
exact, the model captures the main features of the cyclic
Only three parameters are required to define the behavior s
in Fig. 20~b!, those required to define the hyperbolic backb
curve,mo , kinitial , andk50.

Concluding Comments

This paper has presented selected results from a laboratory t
program aimed at investigating the response of suction ca
foundations to combined loading. It is likely that new applicati
of this technology, particularly in the renewable energy se
will seek structural forms where large combined loads are ap
to the foundations. It is, therefore, necessary to be able to d
mine the response of the foundations under these loads s
design calculations can be carried out.

A novel method of developing load time histories was
ployed during the research to study the transient foundatio
sponse under the action of extreme events. It was found th
critical stage of the foundation’s life is during the first loadi
unless preload has been applied, so that the foundation is wo
within the elastic region of its yield surface. During this load
as the yield surface expanded, there was the possibility of e
tive stress decreases, as volumetric change occurred, an
foundation experienced consolidation behavior. It is clear
during this period drainage should be allowed so that settle

Fig. 20. ~a! Experiment carried out where increasing cycles of s
model to the same cycles of stress
can occur without risk of liquefaction.

252 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
t

A large amount of testing was focused on the response o
foundation at varying levels of working load, and it was fo
that the response was dependent on the applied vertical loa
mensional analysis revealed a simple scaling relationship, w
could lead to much reduced testing procedures in the futu
will be necessary to observe whether this scaling law is appli
to a larger range of vertical stresses and foundation sizes
were used within this investigation.

Finally, the paper described in outline a theoretical framew
that captures the main features of the experimental cyclic te
that of change in stiffness with strain level and the hyste
observed on unloading. This model, termed continuous hype
ticity, represents a significant improvement on conventional
ticity theory, which could not capture this behavior. The mo
was used to reproduce experimental results, and compared
ably. The combination of the observed scaling relationship
this state-of-the-art theoretical model may lead to a fully gen
ized footing model. Once fully extended to the three-dimens
load case this framework will enable a much closer represen
of the physical reality when used within typical structural an
ses programs.
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